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Introduction

In a recent article Avadhani and Srivastava [1] have expressed
the opinion that the strategy of estimating a finite population total
by choosing a sample according to Midzuno-Sen [10], [14] scheme
and employing the Horvitz-Thompson [9] estimator (H T E, in brief)
based on a sample so drawn is unsatisfactory and is inferior in
practice, from the point of view of efficiency, to Hansen-Hurwitz
[7] and Rao-Hartley-Cochran [13] strategies. Chaudhuri [4] and
Mukhopadhyay [11], however, have considered a slight modification
(imposing, of course, a condition on the original normed size-
measures) of the first-mentioned strategy and shown that the modified
strategy yields a variance of estimate uniformly smaller than the
variance of the estimate based on Hansen-Hurwitz strategy. This
modification (originally suggested by Rao [12] in case of samples of
size 2) is justified on the ground that the HTE is expected to be
efficient when it is based on some UPS sampling design (vide
Hanurav [8]). Avadhani and.Sukkhatme [2], [3] and Avadhani and
Srivastava [1] considered a particular model under which they
compared different strategies namely Rao-Hartley-Cochran {RHC,
in short) strategy, ratio method of estimation based on (1) simple
random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) and (2) Midzuno-
Sen scheme of sampling scheme. Hanurav [8] on the other hand
considered a different model (which is rather a customary one in
finite population sampling and is generally called a superpopulation
model ; vide Cochran [6] to compare the efficiency of Rao-Hartley-
Cochran strategy with the strategy of Horvitz-Thompson (H T)
estimation based on any UPS sampling scheme. In this article we
consider both of these models and study the performances of the
HT method of estimation based on the modified Midzuno-Sen
scheme compared to other strategies and find that this strategy fares
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well and even better than the RHC strategy undersituations generally
met with in practice. Whenever the nature of the available size-
measures permits the applicability of this strategy it deserves more
attention than it is receiving now because it can be implemented
more easily than RHC strategy, for example.

2. Notations and the results

We shall use the following notations :

U = (1, , i, , N): a finite population of N identifiable
units tagged with the labels i = 1, N;

y : a real-variate defined on U assuming the value 7,- on the i-th
unit (r=l N) with Y = (Fi, , F,-, Yn) and

N

T = YiYi, the population total required to be estimated on the basis
1

of a sample j of units selected from U (the sample-size being n with
2 < n < iV) ; Zj ; the size-measures of the units such that > 0,

for all i = 1, S Z.-, Z = X/JV, Pi = XijX (i = 1, ,N)

with the assumption throughout this paper that npi < 1 for all
i =• I , N.

We shall consider the following strategies (details are omitted
for the saKe of brevity and may be read from the refereness cited),
namely,

I. Hansen-Hurwitz [7] strategy with the estimator and vari
ance of the estimator as

\ « /

{fi = frequency of i-th unit in s) and

(t)

II. Rao-Hartley-Cochran [13] strategy with Ihe usual estima
tor denoted as with variance as

N~n -V { Yi

III. Sampling according to Midzuno-Sen [10, 14] scheme and

using the estimator ('3= X (y, x = sample means of Y's and

X's) with its variance denoted as Vm (fg) ;
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IV. Simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR)
andusing the estimator <3 with its Mean Square Error denoted as V(t3);

V. Modified Midzuno-Sen strategy as considered by Chau-
dhuri [4] and Mukhopadhyay [11] using the estimator

i

assuming

1 > npi all i = 1, , N ...(2.1)

with variance
2

n{N-2)

We shall consider the following two models considered by Avadhani
and Sukhatme [3] and Hanurav [8] among others, namely.

Ml; Vi = P-^i+Ci •
(i = 1 N)

such that
N N

= 0 =• Si Xi,

j=l 1=1

ef = o-'Xl,

0 < o- < + 00,

0<g^2

li being the average of the e/s in the array for which J.- is fixed ;
Mz; Yi = + ^«

(/=!,
with

et's as random variables.such that
= 0 = €(ei e,) for all i, j (i j)

0 < a < CO,

0 < 2

(e is the expectation operator with respect to the distribution of
assumed in the model Ma). Chaudhuri [4] and Mukhopadhyay

[11] have established that
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HU) < ViQ uniformly in Y provided (2.1) holds
note, first, that

Now, we

V(t2)-V(u) = ± y \
« \ Pi ] Lv A'-l N-1 )

n-1 1 1 1

(niiL\ 1
\N-l

'N-l ' N-2' Pi _

+

and hence on noting the relation (2.1) we get
Theorem 1. IfNbe so large that we may neglect the error in

replacing (iV-1) by (iV-2), then

VCts) > V(ti) uniformly in Y.
Remark I. One may recall that Chaudhuri [5] obtained a

suftcient condition for the variance of the based on any tiP^
samphng scheme to be uniformly smaller than V(t,) but also observed
that condition to be unrealizeable in practice.

Next, assuming the model M^, we have

n

\ N-\ ) n{N-2)^^
e,-

•g-i

''n(N-2) "
'7^;

(writing g==2t).
Hence follows

Theorem 2. If the model holds, then
y(h) > F(/J.

Next, we may recall from Avadhani and Srivaslava [1] that if
the model M, holds, then we have (/) approximately (approximation
due to neglecting the error in replacing Z by Sfor each j),

and

N-n N

N~\
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(ii) V(h) = Vuih) > VCQ if g > 1
and V(t,) < V(t2) if 0 < .? < 1

Hence we get

Theorem 3. If the model Mj holds,

then

VMih) = VUs) > y(h) if g> 1-

Remark II. We cannot say anything definite about the sign of
[V{_h)-V{ti)\ ifO<g< 1, but it is well-known that in practice
I ^^<2.

From Hanurav, [8] it may be noted that if the model holds,
then [because is based on a nPS design]

e[F(r,)] > € [F(r,)], if ^ > 1

and

< 6 [F(0], if ^ < 1-

When the model is A/2 and not Mj, V and KwCts) are not
approximately same ; but in this case we may note that we have

>
•3-1mxt-x%xi

and hence follows the following

Theorem 4. If the model holds, then in respect of the ratio
estimator tz based on SRSWOR, we have

mh)] > e [F(0] if g > 1-

Finally, we note that if the model Ma holds, then assuming
that the error in replacing Z by 3? is negligible for each s, as in
Avadhani and Srivastava [1], then one has

= <7^
N-n

Hence we get

Theorem 5. If the model Ma holds, and we neglect the error in
replacing X hy x for each s, then it follows that

^[VM{h)-V(td] >0 if g > 1

and
e[FM(/3)-F(?,)] < 0 if g<l.
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Summary

Efficiency of the sampling strategy of basing the Horvitz- Thompson
estimator on Midzuno's sampling scheme suitably modified into irPS scheme is
studied in relation to Rao-Hartley-Cochran strategy and ratio-estimation based
onMidzuno 3 sampling scheme and simple random sampling schemes without
replacement. Two well-known models are assumed and some approximations
are also considered.
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